Figure A.1: Tau Boo, MJD 53205, scan 19
Figure A.2: Tau Boo, MJD 53205, scan 20
Figure A.3: Tau Boo, MJD 53205, scan 21
Figure A.4: Tau Boo, MJD 53205, scan 22
Figure A.5: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 24
Figure A.6: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 24
Figure A.8: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 27
Figure A.9: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 28
Figure A.10: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 29
Figure A.11: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 30
Figure A.12: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 31
Figure A.13: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 32
Figure A.14: 70 Virginis, MJD 53206, scan 33
Figure A.15: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 87
Figure A.16: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 88

SRC 70Vir  0.327 GHz  MJD 53210.0000
/home/cole2/kate/tryagain/a1843.70Vir.wapp1.53210.0088.sp.out
Figure A.17: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 89
Figure A.18: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 90
Figure A.19: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 91
Figure A.20: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 92
Figure A.21: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 93
Figure A.22: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 94
Figure A.23: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 95

SRC 70Vir 0.327 GHz MJD 53210.0000
/home/cole2/kate/tryagain/a1843.70Vir.wapp1.53210.0095.sp.out
Figure A.24: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 96
Figure A.25: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 97
Figure A.26: 70 Virginis, MJD 53210, scan 98
Figure A.27: HD 114762, MJD 53209, scan 113
Figure A.28: HD 128311, MJD 53213, scan 57